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ABSTRACT 
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GENÇ, Fatih 
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September 2021, 77 pages 

 

In 2008, polar codes, which are the only channel codes whose performance are 

milestone in coding society. The implementation of polar codes at high speeds is of critical 

importance, especially in communication systems such as 5G where high speed and 

parallel processing ICs such as FPGA are employed. In FPGA technology, it is of critical 

importance how much space the algorithm occupies in the integrated chip. The area 

occupied by the algorithm is directly proportional to the energy use of the FPGA and the 

delay of the process. In this thesis, we propose a polar encoding method that occupies less 

hardware implementation space. It is seen that with the innovative polar encoding scheme, 

considering the implementation area used, a noticeable advantage for FPGA 

implementations is achieved.  

We also analyse the performance of polar codes with pilot-based channel estimation and 

equalization methods. By using the frozen bits of the polar codes, the pulse and frequency 

responses of the communication channels can be estimated. Among the estimation and 

equalizer methods, least squares and minimum mean square (MMSE) methods are used. 

The employment of frozen bits provides an advantage in increasing both the processing 

speed and the data rate in the receiver at the same time. This is because there is no need
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for different packet structures and operations in the communication protocol for channel 

estimation and equalization. 

 

Keywords: Pole codes, error correction, channel estimation, channel matching, FPGA, 

code optimization, successive cancelation, VHDL implementation. 
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CHAPTER 1  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Marvin 

Minsky. I understood the importance of this sentence very well in my academic life. I 

have learned that this ability also contributes to the development of a good researcher. 

This thesis is the product of many hours spent re-reading my own draft manuscripts, trying 

to imagine how they would be viewed by others, evaluating, analysing, and rewriting 

them, all of which concluded in this thesis.  

I started to my PhD studies on wireless communication theory over military HF 

protocols at TESLAB Gazi University in 2011. I worked with the physical layer design of 

military wireless communication systems which is consist of LDPC, Turbo, Golay 

channel coding, modulation scheme, channel estimation, equalization and HF channel 

Working with expert engineers who have years of experience in the field has been 

extremely beneficial in developing my knowledge about communication theory. In 

addition to expanding my academic knowledge, I became more interested in wireless 

communication technology on a practical level. In this specific case, I encountered with 

FPGA technology. I projected that programmable integrated circuits (ICs) with high speed 

and parallel processing, such as FPGAs, would become more significant in the future for 

the implementation of algorithms such as channel coding and channel estimation. So, I 

began studying the VHDL programming language and progressed to the degree where I 

could help in lab courses at the university as a lab assistant, which was my goal. I've had 

the honour of advising undergraduate courses. This teaching has been extremely beneficial 

to me. I was able to work at the Optoelectronic and Nanoelectronics Laboratories (OPEN) 

and Optical and Photonics Laboratories (OFAL) labs at Çankaya University since I was 

able to put my theoretical knowledge into reality by implementing various FPGA 
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applications. These labs provided me with the chance to participate in a TUBITAK project 

on the design of underwater optical communication systems, which I completed by 

studying in there [2]. This project provided me with the chance to put my prior theoretical 

knowledge of FPGAs to use in a real-world setting. In addition, I actively participated in 

the implementation of the project that will provide financial support for Çankaya 

University to establish these labs. I produced eight publications as a result of working on 

these projects [6-13]. In addition to all these studies, I started to work as an application 

engineer on MATLAB and Simulink's communication, signal processing and digital 

design  I had the opportunity to work with all the leading 

companies of the defence industry in Turkey. In all this hard work, I was withdrawn from 

my PhD for neglecting one of the administrative processes. In the same year, the Turkish 

government introduced an academic amnesty. I made my re-registration and started 

working with my advisor Orhan Gazi. I owe my advisor a gratefulness for guiding me 

through the present PhD program. Based on my previous knowledge in the area of FPGAs, 

we developed a unique approach to the Polar encoding technique, which was then 

published [5]. Finally, we have proposed a communication system based on the Polar 

coding method, which includes my academic studies of the past 10 years. Basically, we 

suggested that frozen bits that are not used in polar coding should be used for channel 

estimation. We performed the performance analyses of this proposed system. As a result, 

this doctoral thesis contains the content of thirteen of my publications, which are included 

in the references [1-13]. Four of these have been published as research report [1-4] and 

three of them as journal paper [5-7]. The others are published as conference papers [8-13]. 

Computational theory of coding goes back to 1948, when Shannon released his article in 

which he stated the basic issue of how an information message may be delivered 

effectively and reliably through a noisy channel [14]. The solution to this query is referred 

to as "channel coding" by him. He did not go into details on how to design these codes, 

despite the fact that he demonstrated that such codes are possible. As a result, information 

theory and communication research have devoted most of their attention on discovering 

structures for practical coding schemes that are closer to Shannon's theoretical limits. 

Shannon showed that the coding issue may be divided into two different categories: source 

coding and channel coding. The  role is to use as few bits as possible to 
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efficiently represent the information resource; the second's role is to offer redundancy in 

order to protect the information from the noisy channel and convey it reliably to be 

received. Shannon's channel coding theorem states that error free transmission can be 

achieved using channel codes for transmission rates below C (capacity). As the code 

length tends to infinity, there is a code sequence with a maximum probability of error that 

approaches zero. Many of the forward error correction (FEC) methods have been 

developed since the introduction of channel coding theorem. Some of the error-correcting 

codes that have been developed in the last 70 years are Hamming, low density parity check 

(LDPC), Reed-Solomon (RS), turbo, and polar codes. FEC methods are most commonly 

employed in wireless communication systems in order to improve the overall service 

quality of the network. Furthermore, different FEC algorithms are used for different 

frameworks ranging from 2G to 5G. All channel codes, from the simplest to the most 

complex, are created in a trivial way. To enhance the overall service quality of wireless 

communication networks, forward error correction (FEC) technologies are primarily used. 

Furthermore, different FEC algorithms are used for different frameworks, ranging from 

2G to 5G in size and complexity. In polar codes, the probabilities of transmitted bits are 

related to the channel capacity available between the bit to be broadcast and the received 

symbols, as well as the previously decoded bits. These channel capabilities are often 

referred to as split channel capacities. Split channel capacities are used to determine the 

position of parity bits, also known as frozen bits, in polar codes, such that the locations of 

frozen bits are known by both the transmitter and the receiver at the same time. Locations 

of data bits and frozen bits are determined before the encoding procedure. Parity bits are 

created after encoding in all channel codes, with the exception of polar codes. The 

opposite is true with polar codes where, before encoding, parity bits i.e., frozen bits, are 

determined using the capacity of the split channels. Channels with limited capacities are 

employed to carry parity bits, whereas high-capacity channels are used to carry data bits. 

As a result of this intelligent channel utilization, polar codes outperform turbo and LDPC 

codes in terms of performance. Also, in his article [15

polar codes using successive cancellation decoding. In the years following their inception, 

polar codes have attracted the public's interest and have emerged as a key topic for future 

communication standards. Aside from that, polar codes were chosen to be used on the 
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control channels of the new radio (NR) of the third-generation partnership project (3GPP) 

[16], which is a third-generation partnership project. As it is shown in [17, 18, 19], polar 

codes may be utilized for both source coding and channel coding. 

Within a short period of time after the introduction of polar codes, several decoding 

algorithms were developed. Multiple polar decoding approaches are now available, 

including successive cancellation (SC) [14], belief propagation (BP) [20], linear 

programming (LP) [21], and maximum likelihood (ML) [22]. In ML decoding, the 

probability of all potential codewords is determined for each codeword. After that, the 

most likely codeword is determined. Because ML decoding is based on finding all 

potential codewords, it becomes inapplicable beyond a certain codeword length , 

because there is a total of  possible codewords accessible, and for big N values, it 

becomes impossible to manage the number of computations required to decode the data. 

As a result of its practical relevance, SC decoding of polar codes is proposed in [15]. SC 

has poor error correction capability at short code lengths, whereas, the SC method has the 

lowest computational complexity of all the algorithms. The implementation of the SC list 

[23] decoder has significantly improved the performance of the SC decoder while keeping 

the complexity reasonable. It is presented in [20] as a generic form of the SC decoder, as 

well as its soft decision-based variant, and as a soft decision-based version of the SC 

decoder. It has been shown that polar codes exceed the performances of turbo and LDPC 

codes [24]. In [25], a full description of ASIC designs of Successive Cancellation (SC) 

decoders and other related topics were studied. [26] describes the implementation of a 

belief propagation (BP) decoder on a particular FPGA architecture. For punctured polar 

codes, it has been demonstrated that long length codes can be easily stored in flash 

memories for practical purposes. With the suggested encoding and decoding algorithms, 

many of the memory constraints that can arise during real applications with FPGA are 

considered in [27]. The main method to achieve this is to use puncturing. In addition, the 

fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed using a parallel pipelined architectural method, 

which reduces the additional complexity associated with the operation. It is possible to 

minimize complexity by removing duplication [28-31]. The procedure is carried out in 

parallel for a variety of inputs, and it is discovered that the power efficiency is high. In 

November 2016, at the 3GPP RAN1# 87 conference in Las Vegas, the polar code coding 
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scheme was selected for the control channel coding scheme for the 5G eMBB (enhanced 

mobile broadband) environment [32]. After this conference, researches on polar codes 

focus on the 5G applications of polar codes [33-37]. These studies are restricted to 5G 

standard polar code which use basic polar rather than systematic polar, and the code length 

is limited to 1024 bits. Unlike all these studies, a unique coding method has been proposed 

instead of using the butterfly structure used in FFT and instead of using the huge number 

of BRAMs. Instead of using the high-capacity FPGA required in the 5G standard, the 

authors of [5] suggest a coding approach that may be simply implemented into novel 

communication systems. 

On the other hand, the construction of polar codes for wireless communication channels 

presents significant difficulties due to the fading aspects and time-varying nature of the 

channel. Because of the growing need for remotely operated equipment, wireless 

communication has emerged as one of the most exciting research topics in recent years. 

There is also a bigger scale need for smart homes, satellite communications, and 

commercial and military applications that make use of smart house devices. As a result of 

this increased demand, researchers try to develop better and more dependable 

technologies. The theoretically proved performance of polar code makes this low 

complexity encoding scheme a promising technique for upcoming systems such as fifth-

generation (5G) cellular services, which are under development. The third-generation 

partnership project (3GPP), an international standards body that develops 

telecommunication protocols, approved polar codes in 2006 for the control channels of 

the air interface, which is critical for 5G since they need a high data rate in order to operate. 

Due to the unpredictable and random nature of electromagnetic wave propagation in the 

air, which is the primary mode of wireless communication transmission, there are a variety 

of limits imposed by factors like as moving objects, the weather, and the huge mass of 

users. A shift in signal intensity over time and frequency is created by the former method, 

which is referred to as fading. The signal is duplicated in a fading channel, and the 

amplitudes, phases, and angles of arrival of the signal are all distinct from one another. 

This collection of duplicates is referred to as multiple pathways and it may be done in a 

constructive or harmful manner depending on the receiver. This multipath propagation 

environment fluctuates randomly and as a consequence, understanding the random 
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behaviour and offering methods to mitigate the negative impacts of fading have been 

among the fundamental parts of wireless communication channels for a long time. The 

authors of [47,50] suggest a method to obtain an improved design based on signal to noise 

ratio (design-SNR) for a given polar code structure using an optimization algorithm used 

for polar code structures. In order to address the performance loss caused by executing the 

codes at actual SNRs that are lower than the design SNR values, this solution has been 

developed: According to [47], for the two-block fading channel model with a binary-

symmetric channel and an additional channel, a polar coding scheme is suggested using a 

binary-symmetric channel. When the instantaneous channel state information is not 

available at the transmitter, it is shown that the symmetrical capacities of the channels 

may be obtained. The estimation method is able to achieve good results in the AWGN 

channel [38]. It, on the other hand, does not perform well across fading channels. Several 

data-aided (DA) and non-data-aided (NDA) SNR estimate techniques are compared in 

[39]. The DA method provides precise estimate at the expense of high complexity; on the 

other hand, the NDA approach has a relatively low level of complexity while providing 

less accuracy. As an additional measure of efficiency, [40] proposes a modified technique 

based on the signal-to-variation ratio (SVR) to enhance estimating performance at the 

expense of increased complexity. Code-aided SNR estimate based on expectation 

maximisation (EM) for iteratively decoding the signal has been suggested in [41]. The 

frozen parts may also be referred to as pilots since they are completely transparent to both 

the sending and receiving sides of the transmission. The frozen bits may be used as DA 

without causing any bandwidth loss. However, all of the publications listed above have 

only looked into the estimate of SNR over an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 

channel. An iterative maximum likelihood (ML) estimation algorithm of the log-

likelihood function of the received signals has been proposed in [42] for fading channels; 

however, the computation cost of this recursive ML algorithm is extremely high when 

estimating the variance of posterior probabilities. For Rayleigh fading channel, model 

channel state information (CSI) is used at transmitter and receiver with proposed polar 

coding technique [43]. Furthermore, a recently published study [44] investigates the usage 

of polar codes in conjunction with bit interleavers (in order to boost the diversity gain) 

across two-block block fading channels. It is possible to categorize all of the accessible 
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research into two major types of study. In the first category polar coding methods use 

fading for their benefit, i.e., to increase diversity gain at the expense of communication 

latency [44,45,46]. 

Researchers for the second category consider fading as an issue and propose 

methods for mainly constructing polar codes for fading channels, which results in complex 

designs [43,47,48,49]. In our work, we have used a different method. With the help of the 

pilot symbol, we offer a straightforward and practical strategy that is based on channel 

inversion. For the pilot symbol, we utilized the frozen bits. In this case, the pilot insertion 

is being done in order to increase the performance of polar codes. The chosen pilots not 

only serve the goal of channel estimate or tracking, but they also help to secure 

transmission of the information by providing higher protection to the information bits. It 

is important to note that the modulation strategy used in this study is binary phase shift 

keying (BPSK). Therefore, we simply utilize pilot symbols, coded symbols, and pilot bits 

without giving them any attention. The thesis is divided into two parts: the first part is 

concerned with observing and improving the hardware design performance of the 

proposed polar encoding method by comparing it to the classical generator matrix-based 

encoding method; the second part is concerned with comparing the proposed polar 

encoding method to the classical generator matrix-based encoding method. The result was 

a more efficient coding structure that needs less space in any FPGA, resulting in increased 

efficiency. The suggested polar coding scheme is also studied for fading channels. The 

frozen bits are utilized to estimate the fading channel frequency response using the pilot-

based channel estimation and the frequency domain channel equalization polar code, 

which are both implemented in the polar code. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

POLAR CODE 

 

As is well known, there are two kinds of channels: discrete and continuous. The 

continuous channel, which has two inputs and one output, is sometimes referred to as the 

analogue channel since it has two inputs and one output. In Fig. 2.1, the input signals , 

 and  represent the channel noise and the output signal, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 2.1 A continuous communication channel  

 

The discrete channel on the other hand has both discrete input and discrete output. For this 

channel, if we wish to compute a probability on a bit-by-bit basis, the significance between 

 and  may be stated as the transition probability, where input  is the input and  is the 

output, as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 A sample discrete channel 
The theory of polar codes and everything else may be described in a step-by-step manner. 

Polar codes are first used on binary-discrete memoryless channels [2]. The random 

variables  and  may be used to represent the input and output of a discrete memoryless 

channel denoted by . In Figure 2.2 an n-input discrete memoryless channels (DMCs) 

are depicted.

1.1 CHANNEL POLARIZATION 

With the mathematical model developed by Claude E. Shannon, it is possible to 

compute the channel capacity, which may be stated as the maximum mutual information 

between the input and output of a channel. Each polarized DMC has its own capacity 

ranging from 0 to 1. In other words, channel polarization allows us to create extreme 

channels by transforming non-zero capacity channels into extreme channels. These 

channels, which we also refer to as polarized channels, have no capacity or  

capacity, i.e., . Figure 2.3a and Figure 2.3b depict discrete memoryless 
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channels that are combined to form larger channels. The transformation matrix , 

illustrated in Figure 2.3b, is referred to as the generator matrix of the polar code since it 

generates the polar code.  

Figure 2.3 (a) Channel combining, (b) channel combining with channel polarization 

 

Polar encoding can be performed simply by doing a modulo-2 addition, which can be 

accomplished using an exclusive-OR (XOR) gate. In the graphs shown in Fig. 2.4, the 

recursive channel combining operation is illustrated for . The binary-DMC (B-

DMC)  is formed by combining two binary-DMCs (B-DMCs) , as illustrated in 

Figure 2.4a. In a similar manner in Figure 2.4b, two  channels are combined to generate 

. For codeword lengths that are powers of two, encoding can be done in a recursive 

manner. 
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Figure 2.4 Channel combining examples (a) forming  , (b) forming  
 

When the channel capacitances are polarized, the capacitances approach to 0 or 1, and this 

is desirable. Following an explanation of the concept of polarization, we will demonstrate 

how to generate a polar code for a Binary Erasure Channel (BEC).

Channel splitting should be used to see whether polarized channels have a different 

channel capacity than the original B-DMC W. As a summary, we may separate the 

combined channel into two sub channels and identify the B-DMCs that are bad and those 

that are good in the following ways: 

 (2.1) 

 
 (2.2) 

 

Using a variety of processes, a comparison of channel capacity before and after polar 

transformation might be expressed as in

 (2.3) 
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1.2 POLAR CODE CONSTRUCTION 

The construction of polar codes is based on the kind of communication channel 

and decoder used. The purpose of a polar code is to polarize  independent copies of a 

given B-DMC channel to either  or . This will result in synthetic polarized channels. In 

order to measure the success of polarization, it is necessary to evaluate the quality of the 

channel. The Bhattacharyya parameter, which is denoted by the symbol , can be 

used to evaluate the quality of synthetic channel output. We use Bhattacharyya parameter-

based polar codes for BEC. It is critical to remember that information and frozen bit 

positions are decided before the polar code has been constructed. Frozen bit locations are 

often channels with zero or near-zero capacity that are known to the receiver and hence 

do not need to be retransmitted. The Bhattacharyya parameter can be defined as follows: 

  (2.4) 

where  is the output symbol. As shown in Fig. 2.4, recursive operations can be 

utilized to generate polar code from a kernel code. The Bhattacharyya parameter can be 

determined recursively for split channels using;

(2.5)

. (2.6) 

 

where it is seen that the recursive calculations begin by calculating the value of before 

proceeding further.  

The success in polarization is dependent on the selection of . Because we're dealing 

with BEC, we can set  as the channel's erasure rate. For an erasure rate of    

can be chosen as . The calculation of the Bhattacharyya parameters using a polar code 

is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. 

It is seen from Fig. 2.5 that the Bhattacharyya parameter  has large values for 

 and , and the others have smaller values. Using calculated values, we can decide 

that the best candidates for frozen bits are  and  which have the smallest 

capacity values, since . Then, the data sequence to be encoded can be 
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written as where  and  denote frozen and data bits 

respectively. 

 

 

Frozen bits are usually assigned the value of zero. After defining the frozen and 

information bit positions for an exact communication channel and decoder, our data 

sequence  is ready for encoding and transmission. 

 

1.3 POLAR ENCODER 

 

 

Fig. 2.6 depicts the polar encoder kernel unit where  and  . After 

polar encoding, the resulting codeword for the information word  is  

 
 

Figure 2.5 Bhattacharyya parameter based polar code construction for [75]

 

 
 

Figure 2.6 Polar encoder for  
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, where  and . When using any encoder, the relationship 

between  and  can be represented mathematically as 

(2.7) 

 

where  is the generator matrix. For N ,  equal to 

 (2.8) 

The generating matrix of the polar code is an involutory matrix, which means that it has 

the property: 

(2.9) 

from which we get 

(2.10) 

can be constructed in a recursive manner by starting with the mathematical equivalent 

of the kernel polar encoder unit illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The kernel matrix is denoted by 

.  is the permutation matrix referred to as the bit-reversal matrix and it is 

given as  where  is the   Kronecker power of .  is recursively 

calculated using  where  is the identity matrix and  is the 

permutation matrix, for instance and transforms the input  to . 

In linear coder other than the polar codes, parity bits are inserted to the dataword to form 

the codeword when the G matrix is multiplied by the dataword. The dimensions of G 

matrix are  and . The parity check matrix, , of the code satisfies   

where the size of  is . In polar coding, however, the  and  matrices are 

the same matrices of size . In addition, parity bits are inserted to the dataword before 

the encoding operation. Polar code with codeword length N and information bit vector 

length  is represented by .length  and information bits , .
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CHAPTER III 

FAST CALCULATION OF POLAR CODE BITS AND FROZEN-BIT 

LOCATIONS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION  

 Polar codes are a class of channel codes designed in a non- trivial manner 

[14]. Polar codes are the first mathematically provable channel codes available in the 

channel coding world, and this can be considered as a major breakthrough in coding 

society. Polar codes have low performance at moderate and low codeword lengths. To 

improve the low performance of polar codes, the list and stack decoding algorithms are 

proposed [15,16,17,18]. Although, list and stack decoding algorithms show better 

performance than that of the classical successive cancelation method [19], they involve 

much more computations regarding the classical successive cancelation algorithm. Polar 

codes can also be decoded using a belief propagation algorithm [20]. In A. Andi, O. Gazi 

work [21], polar codes are concatenated with CRCs to prevent the performance degrading 

effect of error propagation. One other challenge on the implementation of these algorithms 

for future communication systems is the requirement of comprehensive digital electronic 

devices where hardware programming such as FPGAs stands as a strong candidate. The 

potential of FPGAs depends on the usage its resources efficiently. The encoding operation 

of the polar codes can be generated as the following formula, 

 

 (3.1) 

 

where u is the information word, is code-word and  is the generator matrix. For 

, and for full rate encoding operation, a binary generator matrix of size 

should be stored in the memory units of the FPGA devices. Besides, if 
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different frame lengths are used for the transmissions such as  

etc., a generator matrix dedicated for each should be stored separately with different sizes 

in the memory units for efficient implementations. In this paper, we propose a method for 

the encoding of polar codes without the need for employment of generator matrix. The 

proposed method utilizes an n-bit binary counter, where , and a tree structure 

[22] involving n levels. Since the proposed method avoids the use of generator matrix, a 

smaller memory space in FPGA is required which reduces the hardware complexity of the 

polar encoders. Using the proposed method, it is also possible to calculate the code bits in 

parallel at the same instant. Split channel parameters such as Bhattacharyya bounds or 

average- bit-error probabilities are used for the determination indices of data and frozen 

bits. We proposed a tree-based approach for the calculation of split channel parameters in 

an efficient manner. Using the proposed approach, it is possible to calculate the all-split 

channel parameters such as Bhattacharyya parameters of all the bits which can be 

transmitted at the same time in a parallel manner. 

3.1.1  Polar Encoding with Generator Matrix 

In this section, we review the construction of the generator matrix, and polar encoding 

operation with generator matr -bit information vector by

 

 (3.2) 

 

The Polar code-word for the data vector is obtained using 

 

 (3.3) 

 

where the generator matric  is calculated via 

 

 (3.4) 

 

in which ,  and is found using 
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 (3.5) 

 

where the initial value of  , i.e.,  is , and  denotes the  reverse shuffle 

permutation matrix whose operation is explained in 

 

 (3.6) 

 

The Kronecker product of two matrices  and  is obtained as  

 

 (3.7) 

 

and the Kronecker power is defined as  

 

 (3.8) 

Graphical Illustration of Polar Encoding:  

The encoding operation for  to obtain the code bit  and its tree representation are 

graphically illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

1u

                   

Figure 3.1 Encoding path and tree structure of the codeword symbol . 
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3.1.2 POLAR ENCODING WITHOUT THE EMPLOYMENT OF 
GENERATOR MATRIX 

Inspecting the encoding operations in Fig. 1 and its trellis representations, we propose a 

polar encoding operation without the employment of the generator matrix as follows. 

Pass-nodes in the encoding tree are defined as the nodes which only take the right 

incoming input bit from the lower layer. Sum-nodes in encoding tree are defined as the 

nodes which produce the mod-2 sum of the left and right incoming input bits from the 

lower layer. An n-bit counter is used for the encoding operation. -bit 

counter indicate the levels which include pass nodes, and -bit counter indicates 

the levels which include sum-nodes. The n-bit counter is initialized to all zero tuples, and 

it is incremented at the calculation of each succeeding code-bit. The least significant bit 

of the counter indicates the top-level in the tree structure, and the most significant-bit of 

the counter indicates the bottom level of the tree structure. As an example, for  in 

Fig. 2, the generation of the code bit  is illustrated. The counter has the value of  

-nodes. 

The propagating signals are shown using bold arrows. 

For , we need an  -bit counter, and there are  

levels in the tree structure, and using the -bit, and tree structure the encoding 

operation can be performed in a fast manner without requiring the generator matrix. The 

encoding algorithm using tree structure and counter is defined below. 

Proposed Encoding Algorithm: 

1. Initialize n-bit, where counter to all zeros and set . 

2. The code-bit , is to be generated, and n-bit counter has the 

binary equivalent of . 

3. 

the least significant bit of the counter points to the top level, i.e., level-0. The nodes 

of those 

the pass-nodes, and the others are labelled as sum-nodes. 

4. Starting from the lowest level above the ground level, OR the bit pairs coming 
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incoming bit to the upper-level, and repeat this process till the top-most level and 

obtain the code bit . 

5. If  terminate, otherwise, increment the  value and go to step-1. 

 

Figure 3.2 Proposed method encoding structure of .

 

Example: For , the generation of the code bit  is illustrated in Fig. 3, where 

the 4-bit binary counter has the binary value 1101 whose decimal equivalent is 13. 

As it is seen from Fig. 3 that for code bits with odd indices, only the right-hand side of 

the tree can be used, and this further decreases the complexity of hardware 

implementation. 
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Figure 3.3 Example for tree-encoding operation. 

 

 It is also possible to generate all the code bits at the same time using the proposed tree-

encoding structures in parallel. Since, the counter values are known and many of the tree-

encoding structures can run in parallel, encoding operation can be completed by all parallel 

units at the same time. This approach reduces the encoding latency significantly; however, 

the hardware complexity increases.

3.1.3 Calculation Of Maximum/Average Bit-Error Probability Using Three 
Structures  

  In polar codes, the location of the frozen bits, i.e., parity bits are decided using the 

split channel capacities which are calculated before the encoding operation. Large capacity 

channels are used for the transmission of data bits whereas low-capacity channels are used 

for frozen bits. Location of frozen and data bits should be written into memory units to be 

used during the transmission and if the environment changes such as in the wireless 

communication, these split channel capacities should be re-calculated and written into 

memory locations again. For binary erasure channels, it is possible to calculate the split 

channel capacities exactly. However, for other channels, especially for wireless channels, 

the calculation of channel capacities is not a straightforward process and for most of them, 

explicit methods are not defined in the literature. The capacity of a split channel is closely 
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related to the average- bit-error probability of the transmission performed through the 

channel under concern, and Bhattacharyya parameters corresponding to bounds of 

maximum probability of bit errors can be used for this purpose. For polar codes, the 

Bhattacharyya parameters corresponding to maximum probability of bit errors are 

calculated in a recursive manner as in 

 

                                                    
(3.9) 

 

The locations corresponding to large and small Bhattacharyya values are chosen for frozen 

and information bits, respectively. It is seen from (3.9) that Bhattacharyya parameters are 

calculated in a serial manner. Considering the fact that reprogrammable hardware devices 

such as FPGAs will be idly used in the future communication technologies, split channel 

capacities or Bhattacharyya parameters can be calculated by such digital devices. 

In this part, we propose a method to calculate Bhattacharyya parameters or 

maximum/average bit-error probabilities of the transmitted bits using tree structure in a 

parallel manner. With the proposed method, Bhattacharyya parameters or 

maximum/average bit-error probabilities can be calculated in an efficiently and a decision 

can be made whether the bit corresponds to a frozen or data bit. Using the proposed 

method, the calculation of the maximum or average bit error probabilities for all split 

channels can also be performed at the same time in a parallel manner and defining a 

threshold  for the transmission error probabilities, those bits having maximum/average 

transmission error probabilities below a threshold value can be transmitted which can 

provide an uninterrupted transmission. For instance, if we take the threshold value 

 then for a new channel, the information bit  is transmitted if its calculated 

maximum/average bit error probability, related to the split channel capacity, is smaller 

than , i.e., if  
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3.1.3.1 Proposed Method 

In this subsection we explain the proposed method with an algorithm for the determination 

of bit error probabilities of split channels:

1) Initialize the counter to all zeros and set . 

2) The maximum or average bit-error probability is to be calculated for the bit , 

 and n-bit counter has the binary equivalent of k. 

3) 

assign the counter bits to the tree levels such that the least significant bit of the counter 

points to the top level, i.e., level-0.

4) Starting from the level above the ground level, combine the  terms where  terms 

can be Bhattacharyya parameters or they can be average bit-error probabilities, and use 

 if the level label is zero or use  is the level label is 1, 

and repeat this till the top most level and obtain the maximum/average probability of 

error bit uk. 

5) If  terminate, otherwise, increment the  value and go to step-3. 

The graphical illustration of the proposed approach for the calculation of 

maximum/average bit error probability for  is depicted in Figure 3.4 where  

 function is employed for the nodes belonging to the 

Figure 3.4, except for the nodes in level-1,  function is utilized for all the other nodes. 

A numerical example for the calculation of Bhattacharyya value for  for binary erasure 

channels with erasure probability is depicted in Figure 3.5 where it is seen that 

the output of the top node is  defined as the maximum probability of bit error for the 

bit . Here, due to such a small maximum bit error probability, the bit  can be chosen 

as information bit, i.e., bit location  can be reserved for information bits. 
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Figure 3.4 Maximum/average bit error probability calculation for . 

The tree structure shown in Fig. 5 can be constructed for all the data bits, since the counter 

values can be known enabling parallel calculation of all the split channel parameters.

                 

             Figure 3.5 Calculation of Bhattacharyya value for  for BEC with . 
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3.1.4 Implementation Results 

In this section, we provide information about the hardware space consumption of the 

proposed techniques and make a comparison with the classical approaches. The polar 

encoding using the generator matrix and proposed algorithm are compared in Table-3.1 

and Table3.2 in terms of the digital resources used. For the classical polar encoding, we 

used the formula , and the rows of matrix corresponding to the positions of 

 in  vector are XORed. Both algorithms are implemented by using an Nexys-3 

spartan-6 FPGA board. It is seen from the table that as the frame length increases the 

hardware requirement of the proposed method favours significantly over the classical one 

where for frame length N = 1024, the proposed approach uses three times less hardware 

resources. 

 

Table 3.1 Hardware Consumption (Number Of Slice Registers (NOSR)) 

Logical Utilization

Proposed 
Polar 

Encoder 
N=8

Proposed 
Polar 

Encoder 
N=16  

Proposed 
Polar 

Encoder 
N=32  

Proposed 
Polar 

Encoder 
N=64  

Generic Method LUTS 11 22 46 112 
Proposed Method 
LUTS 10 19 36 69 

Logical Utilization 

Proposed 
Polar 

Encoder 
N=128 

Proposed 
Polar 

Encoder 
N=256   

Proposed 
Polar 

Encoder 
N=512   

Proposed 
Polar 

Encoder 
N=1024    

Generic Method LUTS 261 586 1312 3136  

Proposed Method 
LUTS 135 266 524 1038 

 

 

The consumed hardware space gain of the proposed approach is depicted in Fig. 3.6 where 

it is seen that for frame length  the proposed method gains  hardware 

space, i.e., if the classical approach consumes  hardware resources, the proposed 

method consumes only 30 hardware resources.
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of hardware space consumption gain for the proposed and classical 

encoding approaches.

 

In this chapter, we proposed tree-based structures for the encoding of polar codes without 

the use of a generator matrix, and for the calculation of split channel parameters which are 

used for the classification of bits to be transmitted as data or frozen bits. The suggested 

structures are suitable for sequential and parallel processing operations. It is also shown 

that using the proposed methods, it is possible to calculate the polar code bits, and split 

channel parameters at the same instant in a parallel manner. When the suggested structures 

are implemented in hardware using digital electronic devices, they consume less hardware 

space and work faster. 
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Table 3.2 All Hardware Consumption 

Logical 
Utilization 

N=8   N=16   N=32 N=64  N=128 N=256 N=512 N=1024 N=2048 

 
Number of 
Slice LUTs 

10 19 36 69 135 266 524 1038 2064  

Adders/Subtr
actors 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

Registers 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048  

Muliplexers 7 15 31 63 127 255 511 1023 2047  

Xors 7 15 31 63 127 255 511 1023 2047  

 

 

  

Proposed
Polar

Encoder
N=8

Proposed
Polar

Encoder
N=16

Proposed
Polar

Encoder
N=32

Proposed
Polar

Encoder
N=64

Proposed
Polar

Encoder
N=128

Proposed
Polar

Encoder
N=256

Proposed
Polar

Encoder
N=512

Proposed
Polar

Encoder
N=1024

Proposed
Polar

Encoder
N=2048

Xors 7 15 31 63 127 255 511 1023 2047

Muliplexers 7 15 31 63 127 255 511 1023 2047

Registers 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048

Adders/Subtractors 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Number of Slice LUTs 10 19 36 69 135 266 524 1038 2064
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CHAPTER IV 

FREQUENCY DOMAIN CHANNEL ESTIMATED POLAR CODING OVER FADING 

CHANNEL 

 

correcting codes capable of reaching Shannon's capacity. Following its introduction, polar 

codes have been accepted for usage in the uplink and downlink control channels of the 5G 

framework of eMBB, which was introduced by the 3GPP group [16]. Polar codes may be 

decoded using a range of different methods. In [15], Ar kan presents the first decoding 

method, the SC decoding algorithm, for generic channels, which is still in use today. There 

are other decoding techniques suggested in addition to the SC decoding algorithm, 

including CRC-aided SC List [23] decoding, belief propagation (BP) based decoding [20], 

SC stack (SCS) decoding [24], and linear programming (LP) based decoding of polar 

codes [21]. According to [23], it has been demonstrated that polar codes with CRC assisted 

SCL decoding beat the maximum probability limit of polar code with a high list size and 

can compete with LDPC codes. However, SC and SCL decoders, on the other hand, 

-based polar 

decoder as a means of overcoming this limitation and providing academics with a new 

point of view. The capacity to decode bits in parallel is the fundamental characteristic of 

the BP polar decoder. Despite the fact that BP decoders have a larger degree of complexity 

than SC-based decoders (SCL and SCS), their throughput performance is exceptional 

when compared to the state-of-the-art SC-based decoders.  

 Even though the study on polar codes and fading channels has previously been 

done, it is not particularly recent. It is primarily the work of Liu, Hong, and Viterbo that 

has provided the fundamental motivation [52]. It is suggested that fading channels are 
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naturally polarized because the chance of distortion in a fading channel is directly 

proportional to the channel gain (or fading coefficient), and this phenomenon is known as 

"fadi . They present a novel approach for estimating the Bhattacharyya 

parameters that is adapted particularly for fading channels, allowing them to better fit the 

polar code design to fading channels than previous methods. 

At a block error rate of 10-4, it is discovered that this approach provides a 1.5 dB gain over 

LDPC codes. Bravo-Santos developed a new polar coding method based on channel 

characteristics. This method is found to be effective on both binary input and block 

Rayleigh fading channels, respectively. According to the results, when high codelengths 

are utilized, the proposed technique is closer to the theoretical limit than Turbo and LDPC 

codes [54]. 

Trifonov design the polarized subchannels over wireless fading channels with returns that 

also have Chi  distribution where is a usual form of Rayleigh distribution. It should 

also be observed that this kind of modeling may be utilized to predict the error probability 

in the polarized subchannels. It is also noted that polar codes underperform in the fading 

channels when they are not tuned for the Rayleigh channel. Sequential or list decoding is 

used to effectively to set the frozen bits in linear combinations. In the latter scenario, it is 

shown that the usage of dynamic frozen symbols results in a considerable performance 

improvement over equivalent LDPC code [55]. 

Boutros and Biglieri continue their discussion of block fading channels by stating that, 

unlike the fundamental design of polar codes. The channel polarization in block fading 

channels may be considered of as several parallel channels with differing mutual 

information [45]. The authors suggest a hierarchical polar coding system for fading binary 

symmetric which is similar to the work of Boutros and Biglieri. However, the authors do 

not use CSI at the transmitter [47]. Bravos-Santos and Trifonov restrict the Rayleigh 

fading channel and examine the polar code [55]. Because of the inherent nature of wireless 

transmission, employing polar codes for telecommunication across fading channels 

presents a number of difficulties. This is due to the fact that the wireless communication 

channel varies over time and that polar coding is essentially channel specific in nature.  

In this thesis transmitting polar coded data over wireless fading channels which is 

combined with channel estimation and equalization approaches are improved the 
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performance. There has been some early research on polar coding techniques that can 

achieve the capacity of AWGN channel [50]. In recent research [52], the channel specific 

character of polar codes was taken into account. According to the authors, they have 

developed a heuristic technique that may be used to achieve an optimum design SNR for 

a particular polar code structure. 

In the condition of fading channels, [52] proposed a polar coding system for two 

block fading channel models to be used in combination with each other. Without any 

initial information of the channel condition at the transmitter, it is shown that the technique 

is capable of achieving the symmetric capacities of the channels.  

It is possible to categorize all of the accessible research into two major types of 

study. Among the first are studies that offer polar coding methods to take use of fading to 

their advantage, i.e., to enhance diversity benefits at the expense of transmission latency 

[45,47]. Fading is treated as a barrier in the other group of studies [44, 48, 49,52,53] and 

they offer strategies to specifically develop polar codes for fading channels, which often 

results in complicated designs. We have adopted a different approach to the problem. 

We propose a basic practical scheme channel estimation and equalization utilized 

with the polar codes frozen bits distributions to use polar codes in a fading channel. The 

method has the advantages for the irrespective channel situation. Using the frozen bits 

suffices for the channel estimation and with the frequency domain channel equalization 

communication is improved under the fading channel.  

In section 4.1 Bhattacharyya parameter based polar code design is presented. In 

section 4.2, channel estimation and equalization methods are introduced. Finally, in 

section 4.3, channel estimated and equalized polar decoder are studied and a comparison 

with SC-based polar decoding are shown.

 
4.1 BHATTACHARYYA PARAMETER BASED POLAR CODE DESIGN 

As an analytical approach, Bhattacharyya parameter [15] is a well-defined for the 

SC-based polar decoder for the binary erasure channel (BEC). Different decoders with 

different channel types cannot achieve optimal BER/BLER performance due to the 

absence of well-defined polar code construction methods [58]. To cover this deficit, some 

methods that relies on both analytic methods like density evolution (DE) [59], and 
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Gaussian approximation for DE [60], and MC based designs [53, 61, 62, 63] are 

introduced.   

Among the polar code construction methods Bhattacharyya parameter-based construction 

is utilized in thesis [15] and also combined with the channel estimation and frequency 

domain channel equalization methods [64-71]. 

Bhattacharyya parameter-based estimation is designed for binary erasure channel, and it 

is not the optimum construction method for AWGN, Raleigh fading channels etc.  

Bhattacharyya parameter of a binary-discrete memoryless channel denoted by W is 

defined as    

 

             (4.1) 

where  is an output alphabet. The value of  is closely related with the capacity 

of a channel, , such that . Recursive calculations are performed 

to compute the channel capacities Bhattacharyya parameters as 

(4.2)

 (4.3)

 

An example of combining channels is depicted in Figure 4.1.  
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Figure 4.1 Combining channels to get polarized channels  

 

For the rightmost side, we have  = W where . Erasure probability of the BEC 

can be used directly for . However, initial value of Bhattacharyya parameter is difficult 

to find for Gaussian and Rayleigh channels since both channels are continuous. We prefer 

to use a practical construction method of polar codes in AWGN channels [74]. In [74], 

initial value of  is determined by bit error probability  of AWGN channel defined as 

where  is symbol rate,  is code rate and is the energy per-bit. We 

use BPSK and AWGN channel, that is is 1 and the code rate is generally set to 0.5. It 

is important to state that the value of   in dB scale is always set to  dB, the design 

SNR, for the simulations of this thesis, unless otherwise indicated. 

As an example, frozen bit distribution for  and  are calculated 

for both BEC and AWGN channels and frozen bit locations are illustrated in Figure 4.2, 

Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.2 Frozen bit locations of ) erasure probability BEC at  dB [75] 

 
Figure 4.3 Frozen bit locations of  for AWGN with design SNR of dB [75] 
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Table 4.1 contains a summary of the original Bhattacharyya parameters, as well as 

the channel capacity for comparison.

 

 
Figure 4.4 Frozen bit locations of   erasure probability of BEC at  dB [75] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5 Frozen bit locations of  for AWGN with design SNR of  dB [75] 
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dependence on the noise variance we shall refer to it in Table 4.1 as the AWGN  

parameter.  

 

Table 4.1 Bhattacharyya parameters of different channels 
 Capacity  Initial Bhattacharyya parameter  
BSC( )  1  H( )  )  
BEC( )  1    
AWGN( 2)  (½)log2(1+ 2) 2  

 

 Polar codes are those that make use of the polarization effect in some way. As 

previously explained, the basic concept is to transfer data over good channels with 

capacities that trend to 1, while freezing data over poor channels with capacities that trend 

to 0. Polar code is described as . In the definition of a polar code the 

following parameters are used:  for the codelength,  for the number of 

information bits,  is the information set. 

 We only use channels with the fewest Bhattacharyya characteristics while 

transmitting data. bits of the set are used to store the values and channels of all 

of the frozen variables that are known to the receiver.

4.2 CHANNEL ESTIMATED AND EQUALIZED-BASED POLAR DECODER  

 
4.2.1 The Wireless Fading Channel 

As it is known, electromagnetic waves are responsible for the operation of signals 

over a wireless channel. Assuming the system is coherent we may designate the banspass 

signal input as where is the amplitude of  and is the 

carrier frequency of the input signal. Because of reflection, diffraction, and dispersion, 

there are several possible pathways for a single sent signal, each with a different delay and 

Doppler phase shift than the previous path. The final received signal is sum of the faded 

and delayed of the transmitted signal as:

 

   (4.4) 
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 (4.5) 

When we think of the channel as a linear time-varying system with a baseband channel 

impulse response  we may write , which 

is a straightforward expression. 

When we compare this to (4.3), we get the following impulse response for a fading 

channel: 

 
 (4.6) 

 

where  is the dirac delta function. With this concept, we produced our wireless 

channel.

 

4.2.2 Channel Estimation

The message signal is often corrupted as a result of the characteristics of the 

channel. Therefore, to recover the transmitted bits, it is necessary to estimate and correct 

the channel distortions in the receiver [72,73]. A preamble or pilot symbols that are known 

to both the transmitter and the receiver are used to estimate the channel response of the 

frequency components between the pilot tones. Different interpolation methods are 

also used to estimate the channel response of the frequency components between the pilot 

tones. In general, channel estimation may be performed using either the data signal or the 

training signal, or even both at the same time. Many various implementation 

characteristics, such as the needed performance, computational complexity, and time-

variation of the channel, must be taken into account while selecting a channel estimating 

approach for the communication system. Pilot structures are classified into three 

categories based on how they are organized: block type, comb type, and lattice type [64-

71].  
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A block-type pilot configuration is shown in Figure 4.6. For channel estimation purposes, 

pilot symbols are sent out on a periodic basis. To estimate the channel length along the 

time axis, we do a time-domain interpolation using this set of pilot data. 

 

Figure 4.6 Block-type pilot arrangement. [64] 

Due to the fact that pilot tones are introduced into all subcarriers of pilot symbols with a 

period in time, the block-type pilot arrangement is suited for frequency-selective 

transmission channels. In the case of fast-fading channels, however, it may be necessary 

to reduce the pilot symbol duration in order to avoid incurring extra costs in tracking the 

channel change.  

Figure 4.7 depicts a pilot-type in the comb-type configuration. Pilot tones at the 

periodically placed subcarriers are employed in this sort of interpolation to estimate the 

channel along the frequency axis, which is done via frequency-domain interpolation. It is 

necessary to put pilot symbols on the channel as often as the coherent bandwidth in order 

to maintain track of the frequency-selective channel features. Contrary to the block-type 

pilot configuration, the comb-type pilot arrangement is ideal for fast-fading channels but 

not for frequency-selective channels. 
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Figure 4.7 Comb-type pilot arrangement. [64] 

 
 
Illustration of a lattice-type pilot configuration is shown in Figure 4.8.  Pilot tones are 

introduced at specified periods along both the time and frequency axes in this sort of 

system. The pilot tones, which are spread over both the time and frequency axes, make it 

possible to perform time/frequency-domain interpolation for channel estimation purposes. 

 

Figure 4.8 Lattice-type pilot arrangement [64] 
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For channel estimation, training symbols may be utilized, and the results are typically 

satisfactory. Unfortunately, their communication rates are diminished as a result of the 

additional overhead necessary to send training symbols such as preambles and pilot tones 

in addition to data symbols. As a result, when training symbols are available, the least-

squares (LS) and minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) approaches are often utilized for 

channel estimation [42,43]. 

 

4.2.3 Least Square Channel Estimation

It is possible to determine the channel using the least-square (LS) channel estimating 

technique in such a manner that the cost function  is minimized. 

 

  

 

 

(4.7) 

   

 
By reducing the derivative of a function with reference to   to zero, we may simplify the 

equation. 

 
 

       

(4.8) 

 

we have . The answer to LS channel estimation is given by the following: 

 (4.9) 

 

Let us identify each component of the LS channel estimate with a different letter  by                                                                        

. In light of the fact that  is expected to be diagonal owing 

to the ICI-free requirement, it is possible to write the LS channel estimate  for each 

subcarrier as 
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 (4.10) 

The mean square error (MSE) of this LS channel estimation is provided as 

 

 

 

 

(4.11) 

 

Consider that the MSE in Equation (4.11) is inversely proportional to the signal-to-noise 

ratio . However, because of its simplicity, the LS approach has been frequently 

employed for channel estimate

4.2.4 MMSE Channel Estimation 

In Equation (4.9), take into consideration the LS solution, . The 

weight matrix W is used to derive the value of which is equal to the MMSE 

estimate. According to Figure 4.9, the mean squared error of the channel estimate is 

given as

  (4.12) 

 

 
Figure 4.9 MMSE channel estimation 

 

 The MMSE channel estimation technique then finds a better (linear) estimate in 

terms of W in such a manner that the MSE in Equation (4.13) is reduced to the smallest 

possible value. Specifically, the orthogonality principle specifies that the estimate error 

vector  is orthogonal to , such that 
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(4.13) 

where  is the cross-correlation matrix of  matrices  and  (i.e., ), 

and  is the LS channel estimate given as 

 

  (4.14) 

  

Solving Equation (2.5) for  yields

  (4.15) 

 

where is the autocorrelation matrix of given as;

  

 

 

 

(4.16) 

 

and the cross-correlation matrix between the actual channel vector and the transient 

channel estimate vector in the frequency domain is denoted by the symbol  . 

The MMSE channel estimate is obtained by using Equation (4.16), which is written as 

  (4.17) 
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 Specifically, the suggested structure makes use of a Frequency Domain Equalizer 

(FDE). It is no longer necessary to use an adaptive filter since the process of frequency-

axis equalization is carried out by the equalizers themselves. In order to analytically 

explain this condition, as seen in Figure 4.10.

 

 
Figure 4.10: Frequency Domain Estimation 

 

 Our incoming signal to the frequency axis is equal to the product of our transmitted 

signal and the frequency response of our channel. To find the frequency response of the 

channel 

 (4.18)

 As show in Equation (4.18), it is sufficient to divide our incoming signal by our 

sent signal. As shown in Equation (4.19), if we multiply the inverse of the frequency 

response we get with our incoming signal, we get our sent  signal. This type of frequency 

domain equalizer is called Zero Forcing equalizer. 

 

  

 
(4.19) 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Frequency Domain Channel Equalizer 
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However, in cases where the effect of noise cannot be neglected, the Zero Forcing 

equalizer gives a loss. MMSE, on the other hand, considers the signal-to-noise ratio of the 

channel and determines an optimum value between the channel's response and the noise. 

It is expressed by Equation (4.20). 

 

 
 

(4.20) 

 The IFFT is then taken to retrieve our incoming signal in the time domain. In this 

method, we may acquire the actual signal in time domain that is free of the effects of the 

channel distortions. 

 

4.3 CHANNEL ESTIMATED POLAR CODING OVER FADING CHANNEL 

RESULTS 

In this section we implement LS and MMSE channel estimated polar coding over 

AWGN and Fading channels. The Rayleigh fading channel model is used. The flat fading 

channel model, where the fading is not very variable momentarily, was used in the test 

results. LS and MMSE figures were used as channel estimation methods. In addition, Zero 

Forcing based channel equalizer is preferred for channel equalization.
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Figure 4.12 Bit error rate for polar code over AWGN Channel 

 

The bit-error-rate (BER) performance of the polar code under the AWGN channel is 

depicted in Figure 4.12. Simulations are performed using BPSK modulation for AWGN 

channels. Polar codes with various codeword lengths , and data 

lengths  and with  over the Rayleigh fading channel are 

tested.  

Random data sequences were produced and used as the inputs of the system, after 

which the input sequences were encoded using a polar encoder to create the final output 

sequence. For frozen bits, ones are used. The polar coded data was modulated using a 

binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulator to get the final signal. Specifically, the 

codeword created by the polar encoder was mapped by the BPSK modulator. The 
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Rayleigh fading channel was used to transmit the modulated signal. Before the BPSK 

demodulation, the channel estimation and equalization are performed. Then, at the 

receiver, the SC decoder decodes and extracts the transmitted data.  

Simulations are performed to get the performance of the proposed channel 

estimated polar decoding for AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. The proposed idea is 

used for , , over fading channel with LS and MMSE algorithm. 

It is seen that polar coding with MMSE-based channel segmentation performs better than 

LS-based channel coding. In Figure 4.13, FER performance curves for AWGN channels 

are depicted. 
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Figure 4.13 Frame error rate for polar code over AWGN Channel 

 

MMSE estimated polar coded decoding outperforms the LS estimated decoding 

by   at  with BPSK modulation over fading channel, Figure 4.14. On 

the other hand, MMSE estimated polar coded decoding with higher block length 

outperforms the LS estimated decoding by  at  over fading channel, 

Figure 4.15 and 4.16. 
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Figure 4.14 Bit error rate for polar code construction using our scheme over Rayleigh Fading 

Channel. The parameters of polar code are  

 

BER performance in this situation converges to the same level as the BER 

performance in the AWG channel. This is because the MMSE algorithm is also based on 

the channel's SNR data. In this case, even if the fading effect of the channel is estimated 

with the frozen bits, the noise level can be determined as much as possible. Therefore, the 

BER performance of the MMSE algorithm converges to the BER performance of the 

AWGN channel. 
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Figure 4.15 Bit error rate for polar code construction using our scheme over Rayleigh Fading 

Channel. The parameters of polar code are . 
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Figure 4.16 Bit error rate for polar code construction using our scheme over Rayleigh Fading 

Channel. The parameters of polar code are . 
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CHAPTER V 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

In this thesis two independent topic related to the polar codes are investigated. The 

first one is implementation of polar encoding on a FPGA hardware. VHDL codes for the 

classical method were written and synthesized. Later, these codes were run on the Nexys3 

FPGA board. Novel polar encoding method was proposed and the VHDL codes were 

written for the proposed encoding method. Concluded that the proposed scheme provides 

less space in a FPGA hardware and has less time-consuming property. Along with the 

conventional encoder technique, the suggested encoding approach helps reduce a huge 

proportion of the memory limitations that may be encountered during real application 

implementation. The results are relevant to practical cases in 5G wireless communication 

protocol.

Second topic we investigated in this thesis the employment of frozen bits for the channel 

estimation of fading channels. Frozen bit locations are calculated using Bhattacharyya 

parameter. The frozen bits are used for the channel estimation and equalization. The 

realization of channel estimation has been proven with the channel response information 

containing in the frozen bits. With the obtained channel response information, the channel 

equalization process was applied in the frequency domain. A great improvement in BER 

performance has been achieved with this method in fading channel. Besides, we compare 

the LS and MMSE based channel estimation method over the fading channel. The MMSE 

algorithm performs better than the LS algorithm. Unlike the LS algorithm, MMSE also 

quires the SNR information of the channel. For future work, a schema can be created 

where not all the frozen bits are used for channel estimation. A frozen pattern can be 

designed for different fading channels. It is anticipated that polar codes will continue to 

be a promising technique for the future communication standards.  
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